Alliant 2 is an unrestricted, indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity (IDIQ), multi-vendor award with a contract ceiling of $50 billion. This Government-wide Acquisition Contract (GWAC) aims to provide cutting-edge Information Technology (IT) solutions and services for agencies across the federal landscape. It is aligned with the Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA) and the Department of Defense Enterprise Architecture (DODEA) to ensure that it conforms to all current IT definitions and offers flexibility in contracting types to help improve risk mitigation. Alliant 2 has earned a “Best in Class” status from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).

**CAPABILITIES**

- Access to 124 Labor Positions that provide a full range of comprehensive IT services and solutions
- Ancillary support (non-IT) permitted
- POP and Ordering Period includes a five multi-year base term through June 30, 2023, plus a five-year option period through 2028
- Supports streamlined ordering procedures based on FAR 16.505
- No protests on orders less than $10 million

Applied Innovative Technology | Business Process Management | Citizen Engagement Services
MAXIMUS Federal brings decades of experience in delivering solutions that achieve the objectives of mission-critical and citizen-service government programs. As a proud contract holder of the GSA Alliant 2 GWAC, we bring deep expertise and a robust team of experts to support the IT needs of government agencies.

CERTIFICATIONS

- CMMI for Development, Maturity Level 5 v2.0
- CMMI for Services, Maturity Level 5
- ISO 9001:2015
- ISO 20000-1:2018
- ISO 27001:2013
- IT Security under ISO along with NIST 800 guidance under FISMA, FedRAMP
- URAC certified
- Benchmark Portal Contact Centers of Excellence
- ITIL, ITSM, PMBOK, ASQ, Lean Six Sigma, SAFe Agile

CERTIFICATIONS

- MAXIMUS Federal Unrestricted
- Contract Number: 47QTCK18D0044
- DUNS number: 364221593
- CAGE Code: 8AMZ8

Contact: federalservices@maximus.com
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